COOKIE POLICY
1. GENERAL INFORMATION
Daybat uses cookies and other monitoring files (hereinafter referred to as
‘cookies’) at www.daybat.co.uk (the “Website”). Cookies are small text files
that are stored on your computer’s browser directory or your personal device.
Cookies allow Daybat to store and to recover information about your use of the
Website in order to improve the quality of the Service.
Additionally, cookies allow us to implement interactive services on the
Website, such as the participation of the user or by simplifying the usability and
the browsing through it.
You may disable the cookies at any moment by following the instructions in
section 4 of this Policy. However, you should be aware that disabling cookies
can limit your access to our services and the usability of our website.
2. TYPES, PURPOSE AND FUNCTIONING
Cookies used by Daybat can be classified under several criteria:
➢ According to who manages the cookies
Daybat’s cookies: these cookies are sent to your device from a system
managed by Daybat. The information

collected

will be processed

exclusively by Daybat.
Third-party cookies: these cookies have been written on to your device by a
different website than Daybat. This information will not be accessible for
Daybat.
➢ According to its length or duration
Session cookies: these are temporary cookies, which only exist until you
close the website browser. These cookies are meant to improve your
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experience on the Website, collecting information about your preferences
and avoiding the need to re-enter the information you had previously
provided.
Persistent cookies: these cookies are stored on your device and are read
every time you access the Website. These cookies will remain on your
device until they expire. Please be aware that all cookies have an expiration
date, but the length of their lifetime depends on the type of cookie.
➢ According to its purpose
Technical cookies: these are cookies which allow you to browse through the
Website and to use the different options and Services offered by Daybat.
These cookies enable the communication between the website and your
personal

device,

the

access

and

identification

of

the

user,

the

implementation of security measures, etc.
Analytic cookies: these cookies enable Daybat to quantify the number of
users who visit the Website and how they use it. This information is used to
conduct statistical analysis on the use of our Website.
Customization cookies: these cookies enable you the access to the Website
with some settings established by default such as the language, the type of
browsing and the regional configuration.
Functional cookies: these cookies support our Website function and its
Services.
Tracking cookies: these cookies are used for marketing analysis. They allow
Daybat to determine the efficacy of advertising materials on our site.
3. EXTERNAL WEBSITES
We inform you that other cookies may be stored on your device when you
access any external website by using the links available at the Website. In this
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regard, we encourage you to read the Cookie Policy of all external websites in
order to obtain the information about these cookies and the purpose for which
your data is collected. Daybat will not have access to the information collected
by external websites and, therefore, will not be responsible for the processing
of these data.
4. BROWSER SETTINGS
You can allow, block, or delete the cookies installed in your device by
modifying the options available at the browser settings. You can get more
information by clicking in the links below:
➢ For further information about Microsoft Internet Explorer, click here
➢ For further information about Mozilla Firefox, click here
➢ For further information about Google Chrome, click here
➢ For further information about Safari, click here
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